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Abstract
This study investigated the impact of Spiritual Leadership (SL) for school principals in Indonesia, both of the positives as well as its drawbacks. Although several researches have scrutinized the use of SL, those studies do not emphasis the relevance of SL in Indonesia, specifically in education context. Therefore, this research attempts to reflect SL implementation in Indonesia which has the ideology of “Belief in Oneness God” as the first principle among other four principle of Pancasila (The Five Principles). Through the exploration of existing empirical studies, this investigation classifies three opportunities of implementing SL, including improving teachers’ performances, enhancing teachers’ commitment and creating inclusive environment. Besides, some challenges that potentially exist is also described. Both side of opportunities and drawbacks can be considered in implementing SL in the future school environments.
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1. Introduction
Indonesia is an archipelago country which consists of 17,504 islands stretching from the East to the West (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2017). Consequently, there are numbers of people who live and create their society based on geographical and ethnic aspects. Based on the 2010 population census for Indonesia, there are 1331 ethnic classifications in the raw data, and turn into 600 major ethnic groups after being re-classified (Ananta, Arifin, Hashullah, Handayani, & Pramono, 2015). Those ethnic groups are relatively fractionalized—even though not as polarized—and forming cultural varieties among society (Arifin, Ananta, Utami, Handayani, & Pramono, 2015). Based on the information above, multiculturalism among the community in Indonesia is inevitable.

Multiculturalism is not a rigid aspect that could only be seen through one single point of view, but also provides another dimension. One of the dimensions existing in multiculturalism is multicultural in education. The success of multicultural in schooling is detectable when the students understand, recognise and respect a reality of differences in a diverse ethnic to obtain excellent learning for the students (Banks, 2013; McCormick, 1984; Raihani, 2012). In order to achieve this objective, the cooperation between school components and the students is essentially needed, and one crucial element is school principal’s leadership.

In recent years, the discussion of leadership is emerging among researchers, and one leadership style discussed is Spiritual Leadership (SL). In this essay, the author will critically evaluate the benefit of implementing SL for the school principals in Indonesia, specifically, in a multicultural context. In particular, this paper will investigate the nature of SL and the way it contributes to school principals positively while considering the possible challenges that might appear. Hence, the writer would like to argue that SL is beneficial to be implemented by the school principals in Indonesia. This essay begins by defining SL and elaborating the background of the issue investigated before analysing the benefits. The possible challenges regarding the implementation will also be provided before summarising the investigation and outlining some recommendations for further application of SL.

SL is an outgrowth of leadership theory which emphasises how leaders influence and motivate their followers (Fry & Slocum, 2008). Nevertheless, what makes it different with other leadership theory is the domain of SL which is not only focused on varying degrees of one or more aspects of physical, mental or emotional but also spiritual (Fry, 2003). Theoretically, SL is defined as a set of values, attitudes and behaviours that are needed to intrinsically motivate and influence one’s self or others to work as a calling, to create better organizational outcomes (Fairholm & Gronau, 2015; Fry, 2003; Krishnakumar,
Houghton, Neck, & Ellison, 2015). The terms of ‘spirituality’ in this investigation is not derived from formal religion as they have different constructs where formal religion associates with outward expression and spiritual deals with inward experiences (Marques, Dhiman, & King, 2005). Consequently, leadership spirituality in this investigation is embedded to all human—with or without formal religion (Christopher & John, 1994).

Several studies (see Afsar, Badir, & Kiani, 2016; Chawla & Guda, 2010; Chegini & Nezhad, 2012) claim that SL provides positive impacts in the organisation regarding the sense of belonging, job satisfaction as well as commitment. Though, critical investigation of SL in the educational sector is considered limited. Some of them are focused on SL implementation in corporation, industrial area or more general organisation. Therefore, to elaborate between SL and school altogether throughout this essay, the conception of school will equally refer to the concept of an organisational structure which has a leader and employees (Trasca, 2014). In more practical, the leader in school is the principal whose task is to ensure that the school organisational elements—teachers and students—functioned efficiently (Leithwood & Montgomery, 1982). In addition, Indonesian principal is selected as a frame in this essay because Indonesia is a religious country which “Belief in Oneness God” is stated in the first of Five Principle of Indonesia, Pancasila (Hefner, 2013), consequently, holding one religion is an obligation for all Indonesian people. Reflecting the circumstances mentioned above, implementing SL for school principal in Indonesia is considered relevant.

Based on the explanation mentioned above, this paper aims to answer these research questions including (1) what are the possible benefits of implementing SL for school principals in Indonesia and (2) what are the potential shortcomings regarding SL implementation? While the discussion in the paper can be a reference to enrich the knowledge in SL area in education fields, it can also help the principles and the teachers to implement SL in their school environment.

2. Research Method

This investigation is considered as a conceptual paper which utilises secondary data analysis. Bryman (2016) contends that secondary data analysis is the data which are gathered by someone else. In this specific research, an in-depth literature review of the areas of SL was collected to analyse the current work of SL and its application in Indonesian context. There are several research stages managed to complete this paper. Initially, the author conceptualises a set of research questions which related on how SL contribute positively as well its potential shortcomings in Indonesian classroom context. Secondly, the author explores, identifies and analyses the available dataset in the field of SL and its implication in education fields. Lastly, the author provides the identification and evaluation result of the dataset to answer the research question previously mentioned and give some possible recommendations for relevant practice in the future.

3. Discussion

3.1. Improving Employee Performance

SL can positively affect employee performance in several ways. First and foremost, SL can lead individuals to experience an awareness at the more in-depth level, thereby increasing their intuitive abilities (Christopher & John, 1994). Deep intuition, in turn, is considered as essential to help teachers in decision making to handle and evaluate different situations and performance on students (Johansson & Kroksmark, 2004; Resnik, 2017). This skill is needed by the teachers to identify their students, therefore, suitable learning strategies can be implemented relevantly based on the students’ conditions. Besides, teachers’ creativity in teaching will also increase based on the depth of intuition they have since both attributes are interrelated each other (Karwowski, 2008). Creativity in education is beneficial for the teachers since it helps them to reduce the level of boredom in the classroom through a wide range of teaching methods and learning materials (Naser, 2016). It also contributes to the development of creativity among the students (Naser, 2016). Therefore, through SL implementation, the teachers can create a workplace environment where they can deepen their intuition to achieve a successful learning experience.

In addition, the employees whose SL is implemented by their leader in their workplace tend to be more indulged in their job. They who are spiritually fulfilled will consider work as a calling with no burden as well as meaningful (Krishnakumar et al., 2015), thus, create a happier environment at the workplace (Kaya, 2015). The more comfortable background they have, the more the sense of enjoyment they will get resulting in productive members who work optimally (Kaya, 2015). When it is framed in a school context, the teachers who teach happily will stimulate their students to be more reactive as well creative (Scoffham & Barnes, 2011). Another study conducted by Bullough Jr (2011) explains that happiness expressed by the teachers while teaching will help the students to reach their successful learning, particularly in solving their learning problem. As a result, implementing SL in a school will not only influence the teachers to be happier in teaching experience but also help the students to the betterment of learning.

Having said this, the implementation of SL by the principal will influence the teachers to be more productive in work. Through the application of SL in school by the principal, the teachers are more intuitive in the classroom in terms of decision making and
class management. Consequently, they are more intuitively creative in choosing and designing learning materials based on the students’ need, therefore, the boredom occur in the classroom will be minimalised. Moreover, a spiritual workplace will affect teachers’ motivation in teaching to be more indulged and happier. This condition will formulate an Enjoyable learning condition where the students may find it helpful to overcome their learning difficulties.

3.2. Strengthening Professional Commitment

Besides the benefits explained above, implementing SL in school will also enhance job commitment among workers. Job commitment is defined as a circumstance when workplace goals and individuals within are congruent and integrated (Riasudeen & Srinivasan, 2011). In this context, SL provides the environment where the workers are highly committed to doing their job since they have similar spiritual calling and membership among them (Fry, 2003). Furthermore, the religious workplace will build a transcendent interconnectedness in the workplace and sense of belonging in the inner life of each worker, hence, their commitment to work is enhanced (Chawla & Guda, 2010). A study on professional workers conducted by Chawla and Guda (2010) also shows that expressing SL in a workplace makes the workers work optimally, increase their commitments towards the job they are doing and reduce their intention to leave. In a school context, job commitment is essential for the teachers since it creates a positive and supportive organisational climate (Bogler & Nir, 2014; Collie, Shapka, & Perry, 2011) and maintains a good relationship with their principals (Price, 2011). Consequently, their self-esteem and teaching quality will be enhanced, influenced by their commitments in work (Cerit, 2009).

Another concern related to professional commitment is job satisfaction. Job satisfaction is related to how the workers see their work meaningful in terms of physical, mental and spiritual (Krishnakumar et al., 2015; Su-Chao & Ming-Shing, 2007). In a spiritual workplace, the workers may find religious experiences in their work (Grant, O’Neil, & Stephens, 2004) and develop their spiritual well-being which may lead to physical well-being and better health (Fry, Matherly, & Vitucci, 2006). If it is contextualised to the teachers’ point of view, SL has a paramount role in motivating them to teach more productively since it plays within their intrinsic domain, thus, will enhance their job satisfaction (Cerit, 2009; Fry, 2003). Moreover, teachers’ job satisfaction will directly influence the performance of the students in terms of their social, emotional and educational success (Cerit, 2009). Because of the pleasure achieved by the teachers in school, those who have a high-level work satisfaction may not intend to leave the job or organisation (Chawla & Guda, 2010), in another word, strengthening their professional commitment.

In conclusion, another benefit of implementing SL in school is identified on how teachers strengthen their professional commitment. Firstly, given the condition where the school is spiritually fulfilled, the teachers may find a strong sense of belonging to others. It will reduce their willingness to leave their job or organisation. Another concern related to this is how the SL implementation provides job satisfaction to the teachers. This phenomenon will not only create a thriving learning environment for the students but also offer a professional commitment among the teachers.

3.3. Supportive Inclusive Organisation

Another advantage of implementing SL in the Indonesian schools is to promote an inclusive organisation. Inclusion in the organisation can be explained as the way an organisation acts to respond the different composition of groups happened in a workplace in order to create a better work environment (Roberson, 2006). The spiritual leader will display respectful behaviour such as empathy, accepting different voices, open communication to the individuals with diverse cultures and spiritual preferences (George & Katerina, 2017). It happens because SL is derived from universal values of altruistic love that are extracted to leadership practices (George & Katerina, 2017). This concept of inclusion is suitable with the condition of Indonesia which has 600 ethnic groups with a variety of religions and beliefs (Ananta et al., 2015). In the school context, this feature of SL will create a mutual understanding when the students and the teachers acknowledge and respect each other in terms of culture and belief (Gay, 2002b). Moreover, a study shows that teachers with inclusive behaviour tend to develop their pedagogy in their classroom (Jabbar & Hardaker, 2013), thus, helping their students to achieve their better learning goal.

For further implementation, inclusive environment where SL is applied may lead to an organisational transformation. As inclusive environment need a different paradigm in seeing differences, it can stimulate an organisational transformation where the organisation change its environment, vision and organisational cultures (Fry, Vitucci, & Cedillo, 2005). An investigation conducted by Fry and Cohen (2009) proves that SL helps the leaders to transform their leadership theory and organisational practices based on various spiritual beliefs within the organisation. This notion is considered essential in the schoolcontext since the principals need to be responsive in seeing the differences among the teachers and the students to make the school viable and adjustable to the competition (Trasca, 2014). Hence, inclusive spiritual workplace supports the principals to create a betterment school which is responsive to the differences.

To summarise, SL implementation in school is beneficial for principals because it provides an inclusive circumstance for the organisation. It can be achieved through respecting another spiritual belief existing in the school. By doing so, mutual understanding will be built among teachers and students, consequently, teaching experience among them will be enhanced. Moreover, being inclusive will also lead to an organisational transformation where the school become more responsive to understand the differences to cope with global competition.
3. 4. Challenges Towards Spiritual Leadership

Besides the benefits outlined above, it cannot be neglected that challenges towards SL implementation may also appear. As the trust built by the employees is strong to their leader, the exploitation of the leader may occur (Krishnakumar et al., 2015). This will be experienced in the settings when the leader has an ultra legitimacy, then, exploitho teachers. The example of this notion in the school is when the principal force the teachers to teach over the limit, such as extended work-hour (Fry & Cohen, 2009). This circumstance will decrease teachers’ performance and full it behind expectation (Krishnakumar et al., 2015). Furthermore, this practice will block teacher’s creativity as they are too afraid to explore and too stick to the rules made by the principals. At the end, the essence of leadership will transform to cult, and narrowed to a single-power relation, from principal to the teachers. Another obstacle is an exclusive environment where the school only acknowledge one belief (Krishnakumar et al., 2015). Therefore, the individuals within cannot express their diverse beliefs. For instance, the matter of minority and majority of religion in one school will cause a different behaviour from the principal as well as the teacher towards their staff or students. If this happens to the school context, the discrimination may be experienced by the students, moreover, it will affect their learning outcomes (Fives & Gill, 2014; Gay, 2002a).

4. Conclusion and Recommendation

In summary, it is acceptable that SL is beneficial to be implemented in Indonesia, mainly on how the principals influence their working environment through the teachers and the students. Firstly, having investigated this issue, this essay shows that implementing SL will help principals to improve teachers’ performances. It happens because SL provides an opportunity to deepen teachers’ intuition to create a happier working environment. Thus, their performance will increase and influence their students’ learning outcome. Further, implementing SL will also strengthen teachers’ commitment since the teachers have similar spiritual calling and membership one another. In addition, the conducive workplace will promote job satisfaction among the teachers, therefore, their intention to leave their job will be reduced. Another aspect influenced by SL implementation in school is an inclusive environment in the workplace. This situation formed because SL can accept different beliefs in the workplace, so the equality among teachers is concerned. Moreover, this inclusive environment will initiate an organisational transformation where the schools is being adaptive and responsive to various kind of differences in terms of individuals’ culture and belief.

In spite of having several benefits as mentioned above, it is inevitable that possible challenges on SL implementation may also emerge. Principals’ exploitation of teachers and teachers’ discrimination towards students belief are two main obstacles which need to be taken into account. For such reasons, it is suggested to conduct another investigation to overcomethose issues. Moreover, in order toachieve the goal of SL more comprehensively, it is suggested that the participation is not only focused to the principals, but also the whole community in school. It is essential to see how both of the teachers and the students can work collaboratively to create a better spiritual workplace on their own roles.
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